**SCHEDULE**

I, **Rajesh Kumar Pandey** (Asst. Professor & Research Scholar) representing SSR IMR, Silvassa affiliated to University of Pune, am undergoing my Doctoral Research through the Research Centre “JDC BYTCO IMSR, Nashik”. The Research undertaken is titled as “A study of the Policies adopted for Women Empowerment and Entrepreneurial Avenues for Women with special reference to the Union Territory of Dadra & Nagar Haveli”. I shall be highly obliged if you can spare your valuable time towards imparting intellectual support to the Research project. All the details furnished will be used only for academic purpose and shall be kept confidential.

**Name of the Contact / Interviewee:** ______________________________

**Credentials of the Interviewee:** ______________________________

1. Comment briefly on your current Occupation.

   ______________________________

   ______________________________

   ______________________________

2. You being in your Current Occupation were by Choice or by compulsion?

   ______________________________

3. State the Challenges faced by you while entering into your Current occupation and also highlight the Ongoing Challenges of your profession.

   ______________________________

   ______________________________

   ______________________________

4. What kept you motivated over the years in your profession?

   ______________________________

   ______________________________

   ______________________________

5. Do you believe that Women can make a better living by becoming Self Employed & Entrepreneurs? Comment briefly on your response.

   ______________________________
6. What as per you restricts Women the most towards their Economic Empowerment?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

7. Given an Opportunity to you to suggest an aspiring women about Career prospects, then what would be your suggestion:
   (a) Seek A Job ☐  (b) Start your Own Venture ☐
Comment briefly on your response:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

8. State your overall view points on the status of Women in the Nation and the possible growth of Women?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Any Other Points during the Interview:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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